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A Sustainable Railway

 Treating the railway network as a system
 How Infrastructure Managers and Operators can 

work together to achieve a reduction in Green House 
Gases

 How Infrastructure Managers can Improve Rail’s 
Sustainability



Treating the Railway as a System?

 Co-ordinated Investment Decisions on 
enhancements/trains

a) Deploying ERTMS on routes in conjunction with trains
b) Upgrading routes to reflect new trains capabilities
c) Linking capacity up grades to operators business plans 

and stakeholders plans.
d) Providing the appropriate infrastructure for the traffic
 Renewing to the relevant TSI/ENE without derogations
 Providing accurate well argued business cases



Infrastructure Managers/Operators 
Green House Gas Reduction

 Work with Funders to understand the European and 
Country strategy for reducing GHG

 Electrification/Battery/Hydrogen all have different 
requirements and costs for both parties. Don’t forget 
Freight

 Every little helps and speed restrictions can use up a 
lot of energy!

 Co-ordinate Corridor investments



How Infrastructure Managers can 
Improve Rail’s Sustainability 

 Do not re-invent the wheel, implement proven 
solutions

 Ensure specifications include monitoring equipment
 Build on Shift2Rail and work with Europe’s Rail Joint 

Undertaking
 Deliver on time, on budget and at an affordable price
 Ensure that the workforce does not fear new 

technology



Examples of Recycled Plastic Sleepers 
in use 



Freight has a major role to play



Battery/Electric shunting loco and 
Electric/Battery/Diesel 



Examples of Hydrogen Trains



Examples of Battery and 
Battery/Diesel Electric Units



The future in Romania?



Not forgetting the future maintenance 
of infrastructure!



In Summary

 Technology will help achieve GHG and energy 
reductions

 Harness new technologies do not re invent the wheel
 A combination of operators,suppliers and 

infrastructure managers working together to improve 
performance andlower costs is essential

 Need to deliver value for money
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